The Material World
with Quentin Cooper 

Quentin Cooper : We've got a bit of drama to day as well,virile,virulent,and virtually unstoppable, viruses have been described as "bad news wrapped up in a protein coat" or for the less scientifically inclined just "bad news".We'll be unwrapping a few later and looking at whether there's any good news about viruses and whether they are even strictly speaking living organisms. First erm...let's see,time for tea I think. 
"What day of the month is it?" the hatter said,turning to Alice.He had taken his watch out of his pocket and was looking at it uneasily,shaking it every now and then,and holding it to his ear.
Alice considered a little and then said, "The fourth". 
"Ohh,two days wrong," sighed the hatter,"I told you butter wouldn't suit the works",he added,looking angrily at the march hare. Alice had been looking over his shoulder with some curiosity. "What a funny watch," she remarked."It tells the day of the month and doesn't tell what o'clock it is". 
"Why should it?" muttered the hatter."Does your watch tell you what year it is?" 
"Of course not," replied Alice,very readily,"but that's because it stays the same year for such a long time together." 
A watch that tells only the days,not the hour,the very idea of it.But,small beer,compared to a timepiece designed to tick only once a year,to have its hand move only every century and to mark the turning of each millennia with (Cuckoo clock sounds). The whole thing may sound cuckoo,but it's already up and running,or maybe crawling would be a better word.The "clock of the long now" is currently available in prototype form at the science museum in London,with a full scale version planned for the Nevada Desert.The idea is apparently to encourage thinking about time on a longer scale.Slower,better,rather than faster,cheaper 
[Ref: J.Gleick "Faster"],which puts it in marked contrast to the drive across much of science,across much of life,for ever more precise measurements,for split seconds split into increasingly tiny slivers of time. With me to spend a few precious minutes contemplating chronometry,from measuring picoseconds to counting millennia,are Professor Richard Joser,Quantum Physicist in the Department of Computer Science at Bristol University,and Christen Lipencott,Director of the Royal Observatory in Greenwich,and curator of their exhibition,"The Story of Time".I'll also be talking to somebody in Nevada Xander Rose,who is the Executive Director of the Long Now Foundation. Now if I can start by asking...for a lot of people who don't have...they don't have a mobile phone,they don't have a car,they don't have a computer,they don't have a TV.The one device they will have is a watch,so why is measuring and controlling time so central to many of us? 

Christen Lipencott : Well actually the only people who have a watch are people who need to be in contact with other people,and if you look at the history of timekeeping,it really does match the ways as to when people come together.If you don't have to know when someone else is doing something,you don't need a watch at all. 
[That's not quite true.The history of timekeeping covers the "longitude problem" solved in part by John Harrison.If you need to know "where you are" you need to know "when you are" - see horizon.html,timehand.html,testime.html and long.html @nbci] 

Quentin Cooper : So Richard effectively we're saying here,"monks don't need watches,if they lead nice solitary lives"? 

Richard Joser :Well,I guess that's true,in some sense,but the ability to measure time very accurately has a vast number of very significant technological implications,which are very useful to us. 

Quentin Cooper : But do you think we actually have a desire to have something about... I mean maybe something totemic about the watch,something about enslaving time,rather than time enslaving us? That's beyond simply knowing where we need to be at 4 o'clock? 
[see secret.html @nbci and Audio: Fuji c901 "The Tyranny of Time"] Or in my case 4.32? 

Richard Joser :Well, I guess we have a kind of intrinsic desire to understand the universe and the world,and time in physics is a very significant and mysterious thing,so we would like to understand how it works,characterise its limits,and so on,and study it. 

Quentin Cooper : And Christen for those of us who aren't physicists do we have this desire to understand time ? 

Christen Lipencott : I think that there is.I think one of the things that does unite us as a species or unites anything that's living,is we're all subject to the effects of time,we're all born,we all age,we all die,we all go through certain patterns,and in a way,by the idea that we can capture this,and measure it,and somehow hold it on our wrist,does I think give us a sense of power,and also gives us a sense that perhaps the world's not as frightening as it might seem,if you didn't have a watch. 

Quentin Cooper : Yes,I thought something like that was going on! Now I want to come on in a moment to the ways that people have measured time down the millennia,but are there any societies -ancient or modern-that have got by really without effectively chopping up the day. 

Christen Lipencott : Not really,I mean you will have some societies that are so close to nature that they don't need machines,but almost you know,if you can see the sky,very early on,you start measuring time by the movements of the heavens.If you can't see the sky you measure time by the natural biological rhythms around you 
[Ref : {circadian cycles}] 

Quentin Cooper : So when did we first take a knife to time,and start carving it up? 

Christen Lipencott : the story goes back basically to prehistory,I mean there are a lot of very early prehistoric.... 

Quentin Cooper : I suppose it has to doesn't it? By definition of course.... 

Christen Lipencott : ..yes... 

Quentin Cooper : ...because history is the act of carving up time, I suppose! 

Christen Lipencott : ..yes...but for example,just our way,that we measure time into 60 minutes,60 seconds goes all the way back to the ancient Babylonians,and what they did was they developed their timekeeping systems out of the fact that they were shepherds,they were sitting there,you know watching their flocks by night,and watching the stars go over regularly, and they said "Well there must be a rhythm to it",so they started to count,and as soon as you set numbers next to something,you start developing systems,and all of our current timekeeping systems goes straight back in terms of structure to the ancient Babylonians. 
[Thus we can see that in terms of "biblical precedent" the structures use in modern science have a heritage that owes its allegiance to these old civilisations,who also wrote the bible.It's no wonder then that it looks like they were ahead of their "time".The bible obtains no greater credibility by having these aspects within it.It's relatively obvious why such things appear there in terms of history -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : You mean the rough sort of shape of the year and of the day? 

Christen Lipencott : 24 hours,365 days a year,the months,it all goes straight back to the Babylonians.There've been a couple of times when people have tried for example decimal time.The French tried to introduce decimal time,the Egyptians tried a decimal time,but it doesn't work as well as a 60 based system,which is the basis of all Mesopotamian counting systems. 
[There is good mathematical reason for this. 60 has more factors,and is a larger number,and thus able to be broke into more parts. 6 is also a perfect number being the sum of its factors 1+2+3. With this in mind it might seem that the imperial measure has some advantages over metric.Not so. (see weight.html @nbci) -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : So they just somehow,got it right first time? 

Christen Lipencott : Yes. 
[This doesn't mean they were handed down how to measure time from God -LB] Well,they probably sat there for a couple of thousand years (Quentin laughs) working it out,but then they got it right. 
[IE It was man's ingenuity and trial and error -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And as soon as we start having systems,do we also start having devices? 

Christen Lipencott : Well,the earliest devices are very simple.You're measuring intervals with the flow of water or the flow of sand,
[see flowtime.html @nbci] but the very first things you might vaguely call clocks are water driven maps of the sky,whereby you have a constant source of water coming in which drives a gear set,which then turns a disc,so that you can actually see on the disc where...what time it is during the day. 
[Strangely,the notion is already there that somehow the universe is humming along under some sort of algorithm repeating cycles of events,such that it can be measured.Orreries are also and indication that this thought was held,and to a certain extent they work.Such devices after Newton were perhaps influenced by the idea that there was such a clockwork in the universe.Modern ideas kick that into touch to a certain extent -LB] So in the same way that you know , some people have little full moon/half moon things on their watches,this is the very earliest clocks,are these water-driven celestial maps. 
[see maps.html @nbci ] 

Quentin Cooper : So it almost seems it's imitative,isn't it,to some extent? It's self verifying, because you could have the sky there,and you'd have your device there and you'd say "look it's doing what the sky's doing,so it must be right." 
[This is the empirical observational tests done by people of yore,that sets what looks like "accuracy" in their observations recorded in tomes such as the bible.In fact the history of science shows that these observations are only superficially correct.Before Pluto was discovered such predictions as were made by the devices of the time were "accurate" but not accurate enough.Similarly tidal models are somewhat accurate,but not precise. More to the point the superficial observational correlation does not take account of how the universe is understood to function today.It does not proceed as a robotic automaton pacing out time like a series of cinematic frames.This is how it looks to us,and lie as not did to those people who wrote in the past (whenever that is) -LB] 

Christen Lipencott : Exactly,but also say if you think about something like Keysyards(?) "Works and Days",what he's saying is "time is by what's happening in the sky".When the Pleides are rising at dawn,that's the time you cut your vines 
[I recall I think in the BBC's "The Planets" that the idea of a "Harvest Moon" arises because the time of the harvest was timed to astronomical cycles.This presumably is why astrology is still held onto as being of some worth,even though it's baloney.Similarly from AOL QA:- Question: What is a blue moon and what is once in a blue moon? The three most popular reasons that are most often found in the literature for this so called phenomena are
1) The appearance of the moon's color due to smoke particles from forest fires, 
2) The appearance of the moon's color due to particles from volcanic eruptions, or 
3) The appearance of a second full moon within a calendar month. Apparently, both 1 and 2 have been known to give the moon a blue appearance. The third is the source of the popular statement "once in a blue moon" which means something happens quite rarely. It is based on the strange occurrence of having two full moons in one month. How can this happen? Since full moons actually occur every about 29.53 days, they occur about 12.36 times a year, which translates into having a double full moon month once every 2.77 years or so, quite infrequently, obviously. With the event occurring approximately every 33 months, it is easy to see how the statement "once in a blue moon" could have originated. It might also just be the case that some specific second full moons in months past did, in fact, occur right after a forest fire or volcanic eruption, providing some credibility to all three. It is interesting to note that in a year where a full moon does not occur in February, both January and March will have two full moons, a rare event indeed.] 
And very much you took your signals from nature.That's something that was lost with the invention of the tick-tock ,the mechanical clock,where you're not measuring the heavens any more,what you're doing is measuring specific intervals,and one of the things,no the monks couldn't do without clocks,because they needed to know what time it was to pray. 

Quentin Cooper : Ahh! 

Christen Lipencott : And so that's really where you do get the first clocks,bringing together groups of people in order to do certain things at certain times.A sort of interesting footnote to that,is you don't get the development of clocks in Islam,because of course in Islam,you can pray individually.But in Catholicism,there is the efficacy of group prayer,so you want to bring people together,to pray,therefore you need a clock. 
[Here we see how the needs of religion have been integral in contributing to technical progress -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And you still continue that in the Islamic tradition,to this day I think,there's still much more about the light in the sky and measuring threads against backgrounds,rather than going "It's 4 o'clock,we do it now"? 

Christen Lipencott : Very much.One of the most popular instruments that you can...say 18th,19th,20th century are individual pocket sundials,so that you know which direction Mecca's in 
[see www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/crowd2.html -Amazing crowd facts],you know where the sun is in the sky,and you know when it's time to pray.Very private thing, whereas again in the Christian tradition you want to bring everyone together,and you need clocks,and then that's the next move is to bring the town together,and all the earliest clocks are first on steeples,and then on ...you know town clocks. 

Quentin Cooper : And since this is a "Brief History of Timekeeping",I want you to sprint me through the sort of,the weights the pendulums,and the atomic I suppose or the crystals 
[see www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/lcd.html and gem.html and mensa1.html @nbci],I should say as well. 

Christen Lipencott : Well,I think that there really is no real big change.From the moment you say "I want to drive a clock",you can do it by water,you can do it by weights,by falling weights,or you can do it by a wound up spring.The actual technological development does not change for hundreds of years,until you get to the atomic clock,and you say "Ooops I want to use...I don't want to have a constant driving force,I want to measure something else",and that's when you're talking about a different kind of time,altogether. 

Quentin Cooper : Richard Joser, can you bring us in here,because you've got the atomic clock and I want to bring us on to - which is your area - which is quantum clocks as well. 

Richard Joser :Right yeah,well time is a very precise physical thing,it's perhaps different from psychological time - time in physics,and recent clocks all operate in a rather similar way.We have some physical system,that's oscillating,at some frequency and we count the oscillations,and that measures the time,and if we know the frequency of the oscillation we can turn the number into the time that's elapsed. 

Quentin Cooper : So a simple way of talking about those oscillations is the tick and the tock? 

Richard Joser :Yes,that's right,so...and the name of the game is to find physical systems that oscillate with a very known,precise and stable frequency.So for example a pendulum clock the oscillator is just the pendulum,oscillating back and forth,and that's subject to a lot of external influences,like it'll vary with temperature and pressure and gravitational effects,and the length of the pendulum,the exact mass and so on,and it's rather difficult to construct and oscillator of that type which is extremely accurate,and in fact I think you can get down to something like a second in a few months accuracy. 

Quentin Cooper : But with an atomic clock? 

Richard Joser :Well with an atomic clock,you can get vastly greater accuracy,and I think current atomic clocks are accurate to something like between 1 part in 10^12 or 1 part even in 10^17,and this corresponds to something like one second in 3 million years,or some hundreds of millions of years. 

Quentin Cooper : Isn't that good enough? 

Richard Joser : Well,good enough for what? (Christen laughs) Okay so... 

Quentin Cooper : Well,for me! 

Richard Joser :Yeah! Well is it though? I mean there are lots of very important applications of accurate timekeeping.What...one very familiar one perhaps is the so-called global positioning system,according to which we're able to locate our position on Earth,now - 
[Note the relationship between spatial position and time,the GPS is essentially a very accurate version of Harrison's H3 -LB] anywhere on Earth to within a few feet 
[Feet? from a scientist? -LB],by timing signals sent from 4 satellites,from a network of satellites that have been set up around the Earth,and the signals are actually light,or electromagnetic waves,and they travel at about a thousand foot in a microsecond,which I guess is also about a foot in a billionth of a second,a nanosecond.So if you want to ...that converts sort of timing errors into positional errors,and so you need to time to roughly an accuracy of one nanosecond,one billionth of a second in order to locate yourself to an accuracy of one foot. 

Quentin Cooper : Right,so because we're doing these much more complex tasks,much more effectual tasks,we need even more precise levels of measurement,which is where quantum timekeeping may come in? 

Richard Joser : Right,right,yes,yes,yes. 

Quentin Cooper : I want to get back to quantum timekeeping,but I think I want to reverse the order of things rather now,because we've going on to this tinier and tinier and tinier scale,but as Executive Director of the Long Now Foundation,Xander Rose is someone who's taking the rather opposite approach to time.Now I spoke to him in Nevada where he's been looking at possible locations for the Clock of the Long Now,which is a project he told me began in the 1990s. 

Xander Rose : The birth of the idea was really an inspiration that came to Danny Hillis,who works on the Connection Machine,which is one of the fastest massive parallel computers,back in the 80s,and he realised he had spent his whole life designing things faster,and realised that he was missing something,and kind of conceived of a massive millennium clock that would tick once a year and bong once a century,and the cuckoo would come out once a millennia,and we started with a small - by our scale anyway -prototype,it's about 3 metres tall 
[Oh now we're on metric measure? -LB],and invented new ways of doing mechanical binary calculation and displaying time. You know,now that the clock is on display at the London science museum,we receive lots of mail and Emails from people who are really getting the project from that. 

Quentin Cooper : So this is something that almost started as a joke or a whimsy,that has become...that's somehow coalesced into something real and perhaps even meaningful? 

Xander Rose : Well I don't think... it was never meant as a joke.The main idea here is to provide an icon around which conversations about longer term responsibility and slower and better thinking can go on around.So it's ..you know when you start to design a ten thousand year clock,the conversations that you have about that,are very different from the ones that you have you are designing computers,or internet strategy for the next quarter or the next week. 

Quentin Cooper : And if I go along to see the one at the science museum in London,and I don't happen to turn up on..at the end of a century or the beginning of a millennium,what do I see? 

Xander Rose : Right,well it's ...I mean it's not actually...I mean you're not seeing that clock actually working.The...we have...it's a working model,in that we can make it do everything that it's supposed to do,but that model itself is not meant to last ten thousand years. 

Quentin Cooper : What about when you get to the stage of building one that will last ten thousand years,apart from whatever it does,you've got to try and make it do whatever it does for ten thousand years,that must pose quite a few problems? 

Xander Rose : It does,in some ways,in other ways it doesn't.The way we've engineered it basically is that the fastest moving part in the clock moves about once per minute,and if you look at a modern mechanical wrist watch at how many times it ticks per second,and extrapolate that out,actually our clock ticks about the same number of times as a modern wrist watch would in its lifetime.We also use natural cycles,things like the sun to synchronise the clock to noon on any sunny day,by using a thermal trigger. 

Quentin Cooper : So this in fact will be synchronised if you like,with solar time,and maybe slightly out of phase with our own Earth time? Xander Rose : Well that actually was an interesting design problem,that we came across was that solar time is about plus or minus 15 minutes different from what we call absolute time,and that equation is slowly changing from year to year as a few different cycles affect it, 
[Why do I think none of this is known to astrologers? -LB] and so what we had to do is develop a three dimensional cam that represented that equation as it changed over ten thousand years. 

Quentin Cooper : So how is it actually going to be powered then over this enormous amount of time,and what are the actual mechanics inside it? 

Xander Rose : Well the clock has the same three elements that just about any clock has which is power,display and timing.The power that...the system we use is weights,similar to many clocks,and those weights have to be rewound by humans.It was the decision early on in the project that human interaction was necessary for anything to last this long,and if we were going to make something that was you know,powered from the change of seasons or tidal motion or something like that,that didn't require human intervention,then it wouldn't be relevant to people. 

Quentin Cooper : Exactly,if nobody's going to go near it for ten thousand years,then it would be self defeating? 

Xander Rose : Right,so what we did is we built in maintenance and winding procedures into the clock,but then we also- on the display- we show large astronomical cycles like the precession of the equinox which is a 26,000 year cycle. 
[This is one reason why astrology is bunkum.Because of precession,Ophiucus is now the 13th sign of the zodiac.Note that no astrologer mentions this -LB] So that even if the clock were to stop and then the clock were to be found,let's say 3,000 years later,you could find out when it stopped,when you are now and correct it. 

Quentin Cooper : But when d'you think you might actually get to building the real one? If there ever is a real one? 

Xander Rose : I would say we probably wouldn't even start that for another decade,and probably wouldn't finish it in yours or my lifetime. 

Quentin Cooper : Xander Rose.Well Christen,Richard,it's meant to affect our thinking about time,d'you think it has affected yours this idea of long measurement? 

Christen Lipencott : It hasn't affected my feelings about time but I think it's a fabulous project and I can see it as the basis of some new religious cult,where people have to go up the mountain and wind the clock.I think it's a very beautiful very, poetic idea,and I wish the a great deal of luck. 

Quentin Cooper : I'm not sure if that notion of an (indistinct) is a literal wind up (laughter),but Richard? 

Richard Joser : Yes I think it's a very interesting idea,I mean it's always fascinating to think of physical things that are well outside of our immediate sense data range like the very small and the quantum or the very long or the very large of you know,the size of the universe and so on.So it sort of prompts us to consider... 

Quentin Cooper : You have a sort of admiration,because you're at the opposite end of things aren't you? 

Richard Joser : Well that's right yes.And you could think of even say the solar system as a kind of a very long time clock with it's repeating cycles of various conjunctions and so on, 
[The solar system may not be the epitome of regularity that people think it is - see solarsys.html @nbci] which is just sort of sitting out there,nature's sort of thrown it out there and there it goes. 

Quentin Cooper : I think we're only allowed so much boggling in one programme! Now getting...the bit we haven't got to yet,we've got to the atomic level,now bring us down,the final bit so far,this is your area,quantum clocks,so very briefly take us through how they work and what level of precision they offer. 

Richard Joser : Well,I mean,perhaps the most common one is the Caesium clock.It's based on the fact that electrons in atoms can only occupy discrete energy levels,and the electrons can be made to jump between these energy levels by shining light on them. 
[A Quantum Jump -LB] And it's the frequency of the light which determines the amount of energy it delivers.But the electrons can only take an extremely precisely defined amount of energy,so.... 

Quentin Cooper : And how does that translate into a time...a useful time measurement? 

Richard Joser : Well,the atom acts as a kind of stabilising reference for fixing a very precisely defined frequency of the light that shines on it,and then you count the oscillations in the light,it's the light which is the oscillating part of the clock,and the atom acts as a stabiliser to make sure it remains absolutely precise to a very high accuracy,which is about you know one second in 3 million years or even more with more modern clocks. 
[Note that no one has waited 3 million years to check if a second has been lost! This is a theoretical accuracy derived from the physics -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Christen finally,do you think this is...there's a philosophical shift here? Because we've gone from ultimately taking our measurements from the rotation of the Earth and its orbits,from an astronomical scale,so here we are down in the depths of a Caesium atom with the fluctuations that are going on there? 

Christen Lipencott : No I mean all this is ,is another step in the idea of measuring intervals. One of the things I'm still very struck by is regardless of whether you use an atomic clock or a quantum clock,every year or so you've got to readjust this in order to realign it with the position between...the relationship between the sun and the moon,because that's how we live.I mean as you know,we have to insert atomic seconds,because the two clocks don't work and even if we had a quantum clock we'd have to insert seconds to make the two.... 
[Presumably this is because astronomical bodies aren't that accurate,and vary in their cycles by more than a few atomic seconds.Any clock is liable to be out of phase with them,no matter how accurate it was -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Leap seconds yes. 

Christen Lipencott : ...yes the two systems coincide. 

Richard Joser : Well,but our ability to measure time very precisely as with atomic clocks has these other advantages like very precise positioning... 

Christen Lipencott : Yes. 

Richard Joser : ...and various other things,yes. 

Christen Lipencott : Yes of course. 

Quentin Cooper : And I'm afraid measuring even by our studio clocks,I'm afraid that is the end of our allotted span,and I should also mention you've only 3 days left I think it is,to see "The Story of Time" at the Royal Observatory in Greenwich.My thanks to Christen Lipencott and to Richard Joser.I've learnt much,although as Hector Berlioz said "Time is a great teacher,but unfortunately it kills all its pupils".And here's another killer to go with it. 
"I want to jump,but I'm afraid I'll fall I want to holler,but the (indistinct) too small. Young man rhythm got a hold on me too, I've got the rockin' pneumonia and the boogie-woogie blues"
Flu,even the boogie woogie variety,is a virus,I've a feeling pneumonia is one as well, although I'm not sure,because there's a great deal of uncertainty over viruses,right down to basics such as whether they are living organisms. The word virus from the latin for "slimy liquid" started off in English meaning "poison",but came to be used for something far nastier.We may have won the battle against one virus - smallpox,but up's reared another - HIV that's become the world's most devastating killer infection.It's all too clear that when 30 years ago the United States surgeon general told congress "We can now close the book on infectious diseases" he got it utterly wrong. 
[Perhaps this is one of the wild over optimistic claims that's helped cause the "Public distrust of science" (see maddox1.html @nbci) -LB] So what are they? How do they spread? And hoe close is scientific research to ever closing the book on them. Dorothy Crawford is Professor of Medical Microbiology at the University of Edinburgh,and author of a natural history of viruses,"The invisible enemy",which has just been published. 
[Note that in "War of the Worlds",such micro organisms worked to our advantage -LB] Well,Dorothy,earlier on I offered this description of "bad news wrapped up in a protein coat",can you give me a more precise definition of a virus? 

Dorothy Crawford : Erm,well I don't want to claim that as my definition,or in fact yours,it was the definition of Sir Peter Medawar,who's a famous scientist,and... 

Quentin Cooper : Plagiarise,plagiarise! 

Dorothy Crawford : (laughs) It's pretty accurate really,but let me just say that the "bad news" is that just a tiny piece of genetic material,like something like 4-400 genes,which has the ability to reproduce itself,and to spread and to infect and that's really what viruses are. 
[My understanding was that they exploit the reproduction machinery of cells,and thus parasitically prey on a host - LB] 

Quentin Cooper : So it's the simplicity that's the key to its success and the problem for us? 

Dorothy Crawford : Well partly,yes,I suppose so.In..because they're so simple and they can reproduce so fast,they don't have to sort of go through...well they can adapt very quickly basically,they can mutate very quickly,they have a generation time of 24 hours,we have a generation time of 30 years. 
[What you mean Dorothy is that they EVOLVE much more quickly than do we,and one could watch evolution happening to viruses under a microscope,as direct observational evidence that evolution takes place.Further one could alter the environment and see how it affects various viruses,and presumably this is how antiviral agents are found -LB] So we're always in a catching up type of situation,they're always one step ahead basically. 

Quentin Cooper : Right,they're sort of lifetimes ahead of us? 

Dorothy Crawford : Yes. 

Quentin Cooper : And just to be clear about it,you know how does it differ from a bacterium,because people do tend to muddle these things? 
[see sci-mat.html @nbci] 

Dorothy Crawford : Well,they are very often confused,and in reality there are actually very different.As different from,you know from a pet dog to a banana,something like that. 

Quentin Cooper : That's pretty different! (laughter) 

Dorothy Crawford : Well they're more different than that actually.I mean bacteria are cells,they're the building blocks of all other organisms really.Whereas viruses are not cells they're particles,and they are as I said,just a bit of genetic material,they have no...they don't have the wherewithal to metabolise,or do anything,they have to get inside a living cell,in order to replicate themselves.
[I thought so -LB] So they are extremely successful parasites.That's what they are. 

Quentin Cooper : I think it's probably our language isn't it? People talk about "Oh I've come down a bug" when they've got flu or something like that.... 

Dorothy Crawford : Yeah absolutely. 

Quentin Cooper : Now it's so simple,it's so adaptable,it's ...so how come that this US surgeon general 30 years ago,was standing up there saying that basically you know,that we had them on the run,and runny noses were going to cease? 

Dorothy Crawford : Well to be fair,I mean obviously in retrospect,that was a bit over enthusiastic,but it was 1969,and I think you know we did have some very successful vaccines then.We were controlling polio for example,were thinking about controlling smallpox 
[Ahh those God-given miracles polio and smallpox? -LB],and you know those vaccines have worked extremely well.It's just that new viruses have come along since then,which have caused us a lot of grief,as you know. 

Quentin Cooper : And in the balance of things,how are we doing? Are there more viruses are there less,or are there more strains of the same viruses,if "strains" in the right word? 

Dorothy Crawford : Well I don't think there are more really,I mean when I say "new" viruses,that's new in inverted commas,because actually they're not new,these new infections to the human race generally come from animals.For example there have been problems in the United States with Hantovirus,and that turns out to come from a deer mouse,and as we know now,HIV comes from chimps. 
[I confess,I don't like this idea.When people said "HIV came from gay people" it caused a storm of protest,this wreaks of speciesism.The fact is that all cells are open to be exploited by viruses,that's why we have an immune system.Viruses may be harboured in one or more organisms perhaps without effect to that organism,and mutate such that they do affect humans or affect humans even without mutation.No one checks to see if human derived viruses affect animals,as no one is bothered.Saying that a virus comes from organism X,sets up that organism to be targeted for destruction as the source of the virus. I think I'd like to know more about "sources" and "origins" of viruses before saying that a virus "comes from" a host. It's more likely (IMO) that the organism was exploited by the virus and just happened to be the first point of contact. It's very easy to lay blame the way Dorothy puts it -LB] And so the more the human race invades the territories of wild animals the more viruses we will be infected by,and of course because they're new to us,we don't have the built in genetic resistance to them,and so they tend to be severe. 
[This is something of an antidote(!) to those conspiracy theorists who think the military is engineering such things on purpose,a la "Outbreak". They maybe doing so,but I doubt that they'd let ineffectual bits of DNA go wandering around the populace.Again inversion of the burden of proof- you don't rule something in without positive evidence.Just because no one can disprove it,doesn't mean it's going on.It doesn't mean it isn't either -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And because of this business of them having dozens of lifetimes to our one,I mean something like HIV is is probably a good example,it's the HIV that people are catching now - succumbing to now,isn't the same as the HIV is it? From 10 years ago or probably even less? It's...genetically it's quite different? 

Dorothy Crawford : Oh yes it's mutating all the time,that's right. I mean HIV is one example,but flu is a fantastic example of a virus that can mutate.It has two ways of doing it.One is called "antigenic drift",in which it undergoes something like 3 -4 mutations a year,and in sort of 4-5 years time it's unrecognisable by our immune system,and therefore we become susceptible to it again,and it causes an epidemic. 
[This surely is equivalent to a "species" in which an organism can no longer mate with the same species.The fact that it becomes unrecognisable to the immune system means that it is essentially a "new strain" evolved from the old one,showing evolution in action.According to "The Enemy Within" (Audio Fujic904) the immune system is something of a sliding grey scale,which is why some organ donations take and others are rejected,depending on how familiar the hosts body is with the incoming tissues .For similar reasons blood groups can only be passed to similar recipients. The main point here being that a "species" or "strain" is a classification made by humans according to things like whether the immune system reacts violently or whether mating can take place.In a lot of instances this isn't as "yes/no" as perhaps presumed,and so whether a "new strain" has evolved is a matter for human determination.The fact is that such genetic structures DO alter with time,in the viruses case in short periods,and also with bacteria.Note also that our own body cells double from conception at an alarming rate,and too cancer cells. The virus is evidence of evolution -LB] The other way it has is what's called "antigenic shift" where it completely...it undergoes a complete change by gene swapping with another flu virus and there's a completely new strain appears,and nobody is immune to it. 
[So creationists say "No new species of organism has evolved" - what utter tripe-Let's hope to God no creationists work for the CDC -LB] And that will cause a worldwide pandemic. 

Quentin Cooper : Can you explain how something so simple is able to do something as complex as gene swapping,it seems like a remarkably skilled technique? 

Dorothy Crawford : Well it does! And the answer is that it infects other animals apart from humans,so birds and pigs in particular can be infected by flu virus,and if a human virus and a pig virus find themselves in the same cell,then you a sort of whole generation of new viruses can come out,because the genes get mixed up inside the cell. 

Quentin Cooper : So it seems that your almost saying that it's something that is singly suited to today's complex interacting pan-global world where people are wandering across countries,it gives it more chances for a virus to prosper. 
[All the more reason to get rid of ignorant superstitious notions,accommodate genetics and evolution and deal with reality -LB] 

Dorothy Crawford : Well,I suppose in a way,I mean viruses will exploit any niche that there is for them to survive,I mean for example,there are viruses which are spread by organ transplant,by blood transfusion,now you know how did those survive in the past? 
[These are my reasons not to have or donate organs or transfuse blood,not through some age-old wives tales that might in essence have some factual basis. I agree with Jehovah's Witnesses but for different reasons.Note that such choices are affected by "risk assessment". The chance of picking up such a virus is probably low,but the consequences might be awful. I note that one spokesperson for the porn industry compared picking up HIV through not using contraception to going around a crash derby and he said some people choose to drive dangerously and he chose to have unprotected sex.There's one big difference,the driver isn't risking the whole world's lives,the consequences of HIV spreading are far more devastating than a few spectators getting killed by a stray wheel,and it only takes a nominal amount of people to allow it to spread for it to get out of control - LB] Mosquito's carry viruses from one person to another.Almost every way that you can think of a virus will spread that way. 

Quentin Cooper : Do you...are you somewhat admiring of the virus? 

Dorothy Crawford : Absolutely yes! Yes I am.I think they 're fascinating. 

Quentin Cooper : And are they living organisms? I mean everything here sounds like you would want to anthropomorphise a bit? 

Dorothy Crawford : Well that really is a very difficult question to answer.I mean I guess ultimately it depends on your definition of living.But they don't have any... 

Quentin Cooper : If we can define time,we can do living in the same programme! (laughter) 

Dorothy Crawford : Well,you try! But you know,they don't have any of the metabolic processes or the cellular machinery,that one would normally sort of associate with living,and so I'm really in the camp that doesn't think they're living. 
[This just means they're not like us,it one extrapolates this one can see the panpsychist claim that everything is alive (see qself4.html "Are electrons conscious?" @ nbci) -LB] I mean we can make them reproduce in a test tube if we add the right reagents to the test tube.But it's open to debate,that's all I can say. 

Quentin Cooper : Is it also open to debate as to whether we'll ever be able to eradicate them,because they are so adaptable or will they always keep one step ahead of us,keep changing their disguise? 
[I wouldn't have thought it advisable TO eradicate them,since the reason we have (evolved) an immune system is because they exist.The existence of our immune system is more evidence of evolution,all creatures without one are presumably extinct -fallen prey to viruses -LB] 

Dorothy Crawford : Well,I mean we've eradicated smallpox which is really a huge undertaking,and a fantastic... 

Quentin Cooper : But the flu's and the HIV's...? 

Dorothy Crawford : I think that if they have an animal reservoir then it would be extremely difficult,but you know,we do have a vaccine that works quite well for flu,we also have drugs coming online now for flu,so they're not going to be totally devastating. 
[Thanks to science.No amount of praying ever helped someone over the flu -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : And your specialist area is viruses that cause cancers,I mean can we get them on the back foot? 

Dorothy Crawford : Well these viruses are rather different from the viruses like flu and smallpox,which cause an acute infection,and then disappear from the body.Viruses that cause cancer are the ones that infect and then stay in the body for life,and there are also viruses which in order to complete their life cycle,they require a cell to be actively dividing,so they have got genes,which code for proteins,which push the cell to divide and proliferate,and of course if this gets out of control that can cause a tumour. 
[That's a new one on me -LB] 

Quentin Cooper : Professor Crawford thanks for that,I just want to finish with a quote from your book,"The Invisible Enemy",which comes from a 16th century report of a flu epidemic in Scotland,"There was no appearance of danger,nor many that die of disease,except some old folks", so that's alright then! Next week health permitting we'll go from this simple form of not quite life, to a much more complex variety a new generation of robots designed to evolve and lead to machines ever better suited to the task at hand.Sounds impressive? Sounds scary,sounds like Material World next Thursday. 
[Note that Aibo the computer dog has had a cognitive layer added (see http://www.newscientist.com/nl/0923/metallic.html) and that a security robot has been fitted with a gun, Mr Verhoven seems to be right on track -LB] 21/9/2000





